
D-pad, controller relocation, button contacts

All buttons work when two separated contacts come together to complete a circuit. One of these connections is called
(common) “ground” as the connection is common on that circuit board, as in shared. For example in the pic below of a
hacked NES controller, if you follow the light green trace from the solder joint coloured red in the pic, you notice that this
connection connects to one side of each of the four contacts. The other four connections (pink, blue, yellow and orange in
the pic) are the other connections for up, down, left and right. When a rubber contact pad is pressed down and the carbon
circle under it presses onto the board, this completes the circuit.

Another example:



To connect to the points shown, you need to touch the light green bits with a sanding drum on your dremel to expose the
copper traces (eg the yellow dot on the pic on the last page), add a little flux and then solder - you can then solder a wire to
the connection.

Once the wires are in place, use some hot glue to keep them in place as the connections will be fragile otherwise.

The pic below shows the typical insides of a controller unopened (in this case a NES controller) and the pic underneath is
the controller opened, showing the removed buttons, D-pad and rubber contacts.



Quite often when making a portable, you need to reduce the size of a controller board so it fits in your project case.

When making a portable console, you will need to relocate the buttons and d-pad and joysticks, as your case demands. You
have two choices, one is to cut the controller board and re-wire it so all the contact connect, or to make remote button
pads/d-pad. It isn’t a good idea to cut a board on many controllers as they many not work afterwards, if for example there
are other electrical components on both sides of the board, whereas extending wires from the button contacts on the
controller to button contacts on a remote button pad will always work.

If you want to use part of a different board for the button contacts, then you need to secure it to the case, preferably by
screws as you can adjust the final height easier that way to ensure best contact with the circuits.To do this, you need to
make holes in the board which don’t interfere with the traces or the rubber pad.



Bearing in mind, with the example above, we are just using an old part of a d-pad board to relocate the connections to the
main console controller board, we need to remove any components, if there are any, from the contacts as they could easily
cause issues.

You then need to secure the rubber pad surround so it doesn’t move away from the contact pad - one way to do this is the
make a hole in a scrap piece of perspex as below, and hot glue it in place.



The board then goes on top; screwed in place against the perspex surround (as in previous pic).

Sometimes however you want to mount individual buttons in place and it isn’t always practical to cut up an old controller
for its part of the button press board, etc - in which case you have three options:

Tactile switch - they are called tacts switches because they make a slight click noise when you press them. Wire one wire
to A and the other (ie ground) to B.

Rubber tactile switches - same as above, but have a rubber membrane instead of the plastic top. A button press feels more
like a normal button. Preferred.

Electrical buttons - bad idea, too hard to press quickly and accurately, expensive, large and ugly.




